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The Place of the City in
Environmental History
Martin V. Melosi
University of Houston

In the last fifteen years or so, the study of urban environmental
history has led to an outpouring of valuable research. Many books
and articles have appeared on topics such as building technology,
public works and infrastructure,environmental services, parks and
greenspace,pollutionand public health,energy,environmentalreform
and regulation, and municipal engineering. The volume of work is
gratifying and adds considerablyto pioneering researchdating back
to the 1960s,including Lewis Mumford'ssweeping TheCityin History
(New York, 1961), Sam Bass Warner,Jr.'sclassic case study Streetcar
Suburbs(Cambridge,MA, 1962),Carl Condit's AmericanBuildingArt
2v. (Chicago, 1960, 1961),Nelson Blake's seminal Waterfor the Cities
(Syracuse, 1956), geographer Allan R. Pred's TheSpatialDynamicsof
U.S. Urban-Industrial
Growth(Cambridge,MA, 1966),John W. Reps'
TheMakingof UrbanAmerica(Princeton,1965),Roy Lubove'sTwentiethCenturyPittsburgh(New York,1969),CharlesS. Rosenberg'sTheCholera
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Years(Chicago, 1962), and John Duffy's A Historyof PublicHealthin
New YorkCity,1625-1866(New York,1968).
ForJoelA. Tarr,the leading figure in the field since the 1970s,
urbanenvironmentalhistory is "primarilythe story of how man-built
or anthropogenic structures("built environment")and technologies
shape and alter the natural environment of the urban site with
consequent feedbackto the city itself and its populations."'
I would prefer a slightly broader definition in which the
physical features and resourcesof urbansites (and regions) influence
and are shaped by natural forces, growth, spatial change and
development, and human action.Thus the field combines the study of
the natural history of the city with the history of city building and
their possible intersections.
In practice,however, urbanenvironmentalhistory has yet to
meet the expectationsof such sweeping definitions and suffers from
three elemental weaknesses:
(1) The place of the city in environmental history remains
largely ill-defined. The study of the urban environment has not so
much been pushed to the peripheryof environmentalhistory as never
truly absorbed-appended ratherthan integrated.Studies focused on
the role of humans in the naturalworld rarelyconfrontor encompass
the city. Forthe most part,the study of the urbanenvironmentremains
in the realmsof urbanhistory and the history of technology.
(2) Urbanenvironmentalhistory has broadenedour empirical
knowledge base about cities, but often suffersfrom limited grounding
in theory. Some historical studies-but not enough-have drawn
intellectualsustenance from the field of urban ecology as developed
by sociologistsand geographersin the early-to mid-twentiethcentury.
(3) The primary focus of much of the existing research has
been internalist,that is, narrow and empirical ratherthan broad and
theoreticalin nature,with moreattentiondevoted to how cities function
ratherthan how they grow and what role cities play within the larger
matrixof the physical environment.
The City and EnvironmentalHistory
There is no doubt that urban historians must take a large part of the
responsibilityfor not defining cities in adequate environmentalterms
or for not placing the built environment within the larger framework
of the physical world. But at the same time, historians interested
primarily in nature-and the place of humans in it-have often
shunned the city or marginalized it in their studies.2A Round Table
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on EnvironmentalHistory in the March 1990 issue of the Journalof
AmericanHistoryvirtually ignored the urban environment, focusing
on Donald Worster's "agroecological"perspective and responses to
it, ecology, gender, culture, and "firestick"history. Those unfamiliar
with EnvironmentalHistory will benefit from the essays in the Round
Table because they point out how intellectually exciting this field is
and can become. However, while the participants3must be given
credit for the difficult task of trying to establish definitional borders
for a field which is potentially so expansive and amorphous, I hope
that historiansdo not assume that the parametersof the field are now
firmly set.
In an appendix to the anthology The Ends of the Earth:
Perspectives
onModernEnvironmental
History(New York,1988),Donald
Worster presented "Doing EnvironmentalHistory," which in large
part is a version of "Transformation of the Earth: Toward an
AgroecologicalPerspectivein History"that appeared in the Journalof
AmericanHistoryRound Tablediscussion.4In attemptingto develop a
broad, but focused definition for the field of environmentalhistory,
Worster stated that "...environmentalhistory is about the role and
place of naturein human life."Nature is understoodas the nonhuman
world, "the world we have not in any primarysense created."In this
definition he excluded the social environment-"the scene of humans
interactingonly with each other in the absence of nature"-and the
built or artifactualenvironment-"the cluster of things that people
have made and which can be so pervasive as to constitute a kind of
'second nature'around them."I
Admitting that the latter exclusion "may seem especially
arbitrary,"Worstermade it just the same. He attemptedto distinguish
between the naturaland the built environment "forit reminds us that
there are different forces at work in the world and not all of them
emanatefrom humans..."Whilethe differentiationbetween the natural
and the human-made is a long-standing motif, Worsterjustified the
exclusionof the built environmentfromhis definitionof environmental
historyby arguing that "thebuilt environmentis wholly expressive of
culture;its study is alreadywell advancedin the historyof architecture,
technology, and the city"and concluded that "when we step beyond
the self-reflectingworld of humankind to encounter the nonhuman
sphere, environmentalhistory finds its main theme of study."6
Such a definition of environmental history makes several
assumptions. First,it does not account for the generations-olddebate
about the natureof cities within an environmentalcontext.Australian
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historian Graeme Davison has written widely about the city as a
naturalsystem. As he stated:
Few ideas have exercised as powerful an influence upon
students of urban society as the organic or biological
conception of the city. FromAristotle'sPoliticsto the Chicago
School and beyond, social theorists have likened cities to
bodies or organisms;dissected them into constituent organs,
such as 'heart,''lungs' and 'arteries';and chartedtheirgrowth
and decay. These metaphors reflect a long-standing conflict
in western thought. On the one hand, cities were exalted as
the intelligent creation of civilized man and were sharply
distinguished from the products of unreflective nature. Yet
they also manifested an astonishing order within their vast
complexity,and demonstrateda capacityfor growth and selfregulation that resembled the working of nature itself. Akin
to nature,cities nevertheless stood apart from nature, and so
reflected man's own ambiguous relationship to the natural
order. From time to time, the balance between these ideasthe city as man-made;the city as natural-has shifted back
and forth in response to changing experiences of urban life
and changingassumptionsabout man and his place in nature.7
Worster clearly falls into the camp of the city as humanmade, and his "naturalworld" is incredibly pristine since "the role
and place of nature in human life" is restrictedto a limited range of
experiences. For example, how can we justify as part of the main
theme of environmentalhistory the study of human intrusion in the
natural world in the form of farming, and not in the building of a
town or city? In a largersense, how can we understand "therole and
place of nature in human life" if we create an artificial physical
environment devoid of human communities-including cities?
Humans have not simply encountered nature as individuals, but as
parts of groups, and if not in cities then in towns and villages or as
members of nomadic clans regularly setting up and breaking down
camps. And finally, while the built environment is expressive of
culture, it is not whollyexpressive of culture, since upon its creationit
is part of the physical world, and whether we like it or not, interacts
and sometimes blends with the naturalworld.
Excludingcities from the maintheme of environmentalhistory
seems to be more of a rhetoricaldevice than a well-crafteddefinition.
Fromthe vantagepoint of humanhistory,isolatingthe "naturalworld"
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in such an unnatural way denies the powerful holistic quality of
environmentalhistorywhich demands inclusion more than exclusion,
no matter if it is "well advanced in the history of architecture,
technology, and the city."
However, a simple modification of Worster's definition of
environmental history-but more inclusive-would seem to satisfy
many of the concerns stated above: "Environmentalhistory is about
the role and place of thephysicalenvironmentin human life." The city
has a place in such a definition, and as such reflectsmore accurately,I
would argue, the essence of the field.
Social Science Theoty and the Urban Environment
Rarely have historians attempted to confront the city in broad
environmentalterms as a way of setting context for their work or, for
that matter,of shaping an incisive definition of urban environmental
history. I would not deny the value of 'plowing the furrow'to produce
empirically sound monographs on important topics. But in order to
bring the city squarelyinto the maindiscourseof environmentalhistory
a broaderintellectualfoundationneeds to be built. Fashioningmacroenvironmental theory to do so may be pretentious-or at least
unwieldy-but deeper examination of the concepts pioneered by
sociologists, geographers, and other social scientists-as William
Cronon has done so expertly in Nature'sMetropolis:Chicagoand the
Great West (New York, 1991)-may help to establish some useful
constructsfor expanding our thinking about the urban environment.
Just as ecological science has influenced the study of environmental
history in general,urbanecology can more deeply influencethe study
of the city.8
In a discussion several years ago about the nature of cities,
Joel Tarradmonished me by saying, "Melosi,cities are not trees."But
despite the remonstrance,the notion of cities as naturalenvironments
is worth exploring-even if the organic theory is vastly overstatedfor no other reason than it helps us to reflect upon what place cities
occupy in the physical world.
Accordingto GraemeDavison, the idea of the city as a natural
system "becamethe dominant paradigm among the first generation
of middle-class urban investigators"(in GreatBritainat least) in the
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. On one level, it
reinforced the theories of laissez-faire economists and natural
historians-"the

chief ideologists of the commercial middle class;-"
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and on another it "endorsed the technocratic professionalism of
sanitariansand other reformers"of a Malthusianbent.9
While it never gained universal appeal, the idea of the city as
a natural system created graphic biological metaphors relating the
structureand operationof the city to that of the human body. Such an
organic theory had obvious flaws and was unfairly put to the uses of
certainclass interests,but it did elicit powerful images of community
interdependency and the rational functioning of the city's many
components.
The organic theory has found its proponents even in more
modem times. In TheUrbanOrganism,SpenserW. Havlickargued that
a city or town is "a transformed combination of resources [land,
water,air,mineraland human]"and thatthe majorgoal of urbanization
is "to convert the resourcebase into cities."The result is the city as "a
second order resource" which provides benefits to the urbanites
themselves and to the region and the nation.10
Sociologist David Harvey agreed that an urban system is "a
giant man-made resource system." Applying Marxian theory, he
refined that concept by suggesting that "The growth of this manmade resource system involves the structuringand differentiationof
space through the distributionof fixed capital investments."'1
At the heartof both Havlick'sand Harvey's definitions is not
so much a natural environment akin to other natural systems but a
constructdependent on reorderingof naturalresourcesto form a new
order.While this argumentgoes well beyond some basic assumptions
of the city as a natural system, it continues to embrace the organic
nature of cities nonetheless.
City and Regional Planning professor Manuel Castells-like
Harvey-placed more emphasis on human action in structuringcities,
but also perceived cities as dynamic rather than static: "Cities are
living systems, made, transformedand experiencedby people. Urban
forms and functions are produced and managed by the interaction
between spaceand society,thatis by the historicalrelationshipbetween
human consciousness,matter,energy and information."'2
Ascribingto the urbanizationprocessa defining termnormally
limited to naturalphenomena,geographersThomas R. Detwyler and
Melvin G. Marcus viewed the city as "a relatively new kind of
ecosystem on the face of the earth."Their new ecosystem has limits,
however. It is an "open system"-not self-contained,not functioning
independently or in isolation from the rest of the world.'3 In this
usage, "ecosystem"has some descriptive power without attempting
to createa strictbiological model.
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The views of Havlick, Harvey, Castells, and Detwyler and
Marcusare all modificationsof the organic theory, but still rooted in
it. While the notion of a city as a human body analog is not persuasive,
the idea of the city as animate-if not "natural"in the strictestsenseis essential for an understandingof urban growth and development.
Cities are not static backdropsfor human action, nor are they organic
metaphors,but ever-mutatingsystems as the studies above suggest.'4
Cities are also majormodifiers of the physical environment.
"Theirexistence,"geographerRonaldJ.Johnstonnoted, "caninfluence
the course of basic physical processes, such as the hydrauliccycle."'5
Urbanizationremovesmuch of the filteringcapacityof soil and rapidly
channels precipitationinto available watercourses,thus encouraging
flooding. City building affects the atmosphereby increasingair-borne
pollutants and also creating "heat islands" where temperaturesare
greater than the surrounding area. Various urban activities produce
huge volumes of waste products which require complex disposal
mechanisms.'6As Detwyler and Marcus concluded, "Unfortunately,
the urbanecosystem seldom treatsair and water resourcesby riparian
standards;that is, they are not returnedto the ecosphere in the same
condition in which they were received."'7
Alternatively, cities have the capacity-when properly
designed-to use resourcesmoreefficiently thanhighly decentralized
populations.Concentrationcan be an advantagein providing services,
offering social and cultural opportunities, and producing and
distributinggoods.
Given the contrastingperspectiveson the city, a fundamental
question remains: As a form of human and technological intrusion,
how do we gauge the impact of city building on its surroundings?
And of what significance is that to the contact of humans with the
naturalworld?
In an attempt to understand the broad features of the urban
environment,sociologists and geographersin particular,have sought
to develop theories of urban ecology. The theoreticalorigins of the,
ecological approachto studying spatialand social organizationcan be
traced to nineteenth century concepts and principles conceived by
plant and animal ecologists. Urban sociology, however, was born at
the University of Chicago during World War I under the leadership
of Robert E. Park and Ernest Burgess and strongly influenced both
sociology and geography.'8 Some refer to the Chicago School as the
"subsocial school," because, as Gideon Sjoberg stated, its members
had been intent upon "studying man in his temporal and spatial
dimensions and explaining the resultingpatternsin termsof subsocial
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variables." The fundamental subsocial variable was 'impersonal
competition," a concept borrowed from nineteenth-century Social
Darwinism and classical economics, which emphasized laissez-faire
doctrine and the operation of the marketplace.Those committed to
the ecologicalperspectiveof the ChicagoSchoolconcentratedon factors
determining urban spatial patterns and the social impact of these
patterns. In this context, the spatial arrangement of cities was
dependent on competitive economic and social forces. Variablessuch
as family types and social status and problems such as crime and
alcoholism, they argued, have spatial configurationswithin cities.'9
After its heyday in the 1930s and early 1940s, however, the
ecological approach withered. But in 1950, Amos Hawley's Human
Ecology:A Theoryof CommunityStructureresurrected the ecological
approachin the field of sociology. Building on the work of his mentor,
RoderickD. McKenzie,Hawley attempted to explain the relationship
between populationsize and urbanorganizationalstructure.According
to the theory, population growth along the periphery of an urban
system will be matched by an increase in organizationalfunctions at
the core to insure stability in the expanded system. This pattern of
growth produced a core city and a series of dependent suburbs.20
What began in sociology as an emphasis on the study of
social problems in central cities led to analyses of the relationships
among communities within metropolitan areas and to comparative
urban research. The theoretical focus also splintered into several
distinct perspectivesover the years, among which an urbanecological
approach appeared in various forms. Economic, technological, and
socio-cultural variables received primacy in different theories. Otis
Dudley Duncan and Leo Schnore,however, employed the concept of
the "ecologicalcomplex" with four basic components -nvironment,
population, social organization,and technology-which they viewed
as functionallyinterrelated.2'
Contention over the key variable(s)in the spatial and social
developmentof cities was a primaryfactorin splinteringthe adherents
to urban ecology. For historians simply to resurrect the most
monocausal of those theories seems futile. But the notion of an
"ecological complex" has merit precisely because it extends the study

of urbanizationbeyond city walls, requiringthe researcherto examine
external as well as internal influences shaping growth and
development.
Anotherpointof contentionin urbanecology has been whether
or not urbanizationis conducive to social organization. The work of
Lewis Mumford comes to mind in this debate. While not strictly an
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urban ecologist within the parameters of sociology, Mumford was
and is widely read by social scientists. Sjoberg treats Mumford as
"'morea moralizer than a scientist,"while his biographerDonald L.
Miller sees an "urban historian, urban visionary."2 Because-as
Sjobergperceptively noted-Mumford viewed the crucial problems
of modern society as "productsof an imbalancebetween nature and
humanculture,"his works sharplycondemnedthe modem metropolis
for veering so far from the Athenian "polis." To Mary Jo Huth,
Mumfordand some "traditionalmaterialists"aligned with the Chicago
School, viewed the city in negative termsas "secular,impersonal,and
segmental." From this perspective, urbanizationis not conducive to
social organization.23While Mumford'sview of urbanizationperse is
not strictlynegative--indeed his monumentalwork TheCityin History
is a plea to bring the importanceof the city into our consciousnesshis critical appraisal of the 'megalopolis"has influenced scores of
scholarsand commentators.
On the other hand, Burgess's theories, which linked social
status with residential patterns, tended to emphasize order rather
than the social disorganization notions ascribed to Mumford and
some "traditionalmaterialists."Burgess'"concentriczones"distributed
population in a city according to economic and social status, where
the inner rings of settlement were predominantlypoor and the outer
rings increasingly more affluent. Others discussed "sectors"which
were not so much like ripples on a pond, but more like slices of a pie.24
While the specifics of Burgess' concentric zones may hold
little interestto the environmentalhistorian,the largerquestion of the
capacity of cities for social organizationor disorganizationmay be a
useful tool in linking spatial and social issues in future research.
Indeed, the great variety of questions raised by urban sociologists
since the birthof the Chicago School offer fertileground for historical
inquiry, especially if more empirical evidence is mined to test the
largerquestions of urbanecology.
The 1950s also saw the ecological approach reemerging in
urban geography, especially through the formulation of location
theory, and through more extensive cross-disciplinarydiscourse with
sociology. But the rejuvenatedecological approach was narrowerin
focus than its original incarnation,especially becauseof the downplay
of the interrelationshipsof human groups and the attention given to
the internalstructureof cities and to land-usepatternsthroughtheories
of city location.
Location theories almost began simultaneously with the
formativeyears of the social sciences in the late-nineteenthand early-
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twentieth centuries. However, the "centralplace theory" of German
economic geographer Walter Christallerin the 1930s most strongly
influencedEuropeanand Americanscholars.Christallerwas concemed
with how cities served as "central places" for tributary regions
particularly with respect to commerce and trade, manufacturing,
service delivery, and adnistrative functions. Central place theory
complemented the theory of agricultural production originally
developed by J.H. von Thunen and the theory of industry location
found in the work of Alfred Weber.25
Central place theory is not particularly useful as a major
organizingprinciplefor dealing with the urbanenvironment,because
it is applicableprimarilyfor understandingintra-urbanas opposed to
inter-urbansystems.26 Insofar as central place theory, in particular,
and location theory, in general, helps to distinguish between
development at the core as opposed to the periphery of cities, it does
offer guidance for understandingurbangrowth.7
Locationtheoryin generalis likewise too myopic for balancing
internal or structuralchange in cities with outward growth. At the
same time, ecological theories that do not link social, economic, and
technologicalforces may be rightly criticizedas monocausal.
A promising body of theory which may overcome some of
the shortcomingsof locationtheorycan be found in the areaof systems
analysis. In 1964,geographerBrianJ.L. Berrypublished an influential
articleentitled, "Citiesas Systems within Systems of Cities."28Among
other things, he argued that "cities are systems susceptible of the
same kinds of analysis as other systems and characterizedby the
same generalizations,constructs,and models." "Itis clear,"he added,
"that cities may be considered as systems-entities comprising
interacting,interdependentparts.They may be studied at a variety of
levels, structural,functional,and dynamic,and they may be partitioned
into a variety of subsystems."29
As a way of applying an ecological approach to cities, the
idea of a city as a system within a system of cities offered a powerful
researchapproach,especially for model building. But the overarching
systems models which became popular in the 1960swere criticizedin
the 1970s as "too formal and restrictive."' As one social scientist
argued, applying a systems approachto urbanspatial structuremight
focus attention on the interrelationships which are most easily
measured-or those which offer simplistic analogies-and fit "most
conveniently"into the systems framework.3'Since cities are strongly
influenced by a range of externalforces, as I stated earlier,it is best to
think of them as "open systems" which departs from the kind of
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thinking that would make them insular or self-contained, and will
help place urbanization in the larger context of the physical
environment. In trying to incorporatecities into the larger physical
world, the view of cities as unique ecosystems is tempting but
ultimately ahistorical.I would not be inclined to identify cities as part
of the naturalworld, but instead to determinehow they interactwith,
influence or modify the natural world as an animate social/spatial
system.32

The swirl of ideas embedded in the various sociological and
geographic studies since World War I cannot be expected to lead to
some quick-fix unified theory easily adapted to the field of urban
environmental history. However, there are several suggestive
theoreticalroutes open to historians seeking to link the study of the
naturalhistory of the city with the history of city building.
The State of the Field
The interestin the physical city among urbanhistorianshas broadened
and deepened in the last several years, but, very few of the resulting
studies can claim to be essentially environmentalhistory. Takenas a
whole, the body of literature does much to inform environmental
historians about urbanization,but with some exceptions, the pieces
are less than the whole. As in many historicalsubfields, specialization
continues to dominate the study of the urban environment.Much of
the researchon infrastructure,publicworks,and engineeringemanates
from the history of technology;the study of building technology from
architecturalhistory;interestin publichealthand disease frommedical
history; pollution regulation from law; urban reform from political
history;and city growth and city services from urbanhistory and city
planning history.33
These contributions are significant but largely fragments of
what could become more conscious efforts at a new urban
environmental history, especially the kind which would link the
internalist propensities of much of the existing literature with the
largerrole of cities in the physical environment.
It would be unfair to suggest that few, if any, important
books and articleshave dealt successfullywith the urbanenvironment.
But what exists I would tend to call 'bridgeliterature'-that which is
making a transitionfrom the strictly specialized intemalist studies to
full-blown urban environmentalhistory. The most prominentof that
bridge literature falls into three broad-and somewhat arbitrarycategories:urbangrowth, infrastructure,and pollution and health.
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Understanding how and why cities grow is the first step in
shaping an understanding of the urban environment. The efforts of
Eric E. Lampardto apply social science theory to the study of urban
growth set an agenda for historians in the early 1960s. Lampard
perceivedof the city as an ecologicalcomplex-somewhat like Duncan
and Schnore-of population, the physical environment, technology
and social organization that could be employed to determine the
"changing structure and organization" of communities. As he
continued to assert throughout his career, "...the fate of urbanized
areas, like that of cities, is always determined in interactionwith the
world around."3m
WhileLampardcontributedsubstantialbasicresearch
of his own, his major contribution was to conceptualize about the
process of growth, coaxing others to do likewise.35
As Robert R. Dykstra and William Silag noted, however,
"Lampard's formulation has elicited much admiration but little
action...,"especiallywith respectto comparativecommunityhistories.?
Not only is Lampard's call conceptually ambitious, but requires
demands in terms of research and documentation which most
historiansfind daunting.
While less ambitious than Lampard'svision for the study of
urban growth, Sam Bass Warner,Jr.'sStreetcarSuburbs:TheProcessof
Growth in Boston, 1870-1900 (Cambridge, MA, 1962) wrung an
impressive amount of insight about the growth of cities out of a
relatively narrowcase study of suburbandevelopment in nineteenthcentury Boston. Warner viewed himself-not unlike Lampard-as
keeping the flame of the ChicagoSchool as well as Lewis Mumford.37
In Streetcar Suburbs, Boston's suburban growth was
accomplished through the application of efficient transportation
technology, extension of other key services, and a conducive land
development system. The study offers a detailed picture of the spatial
patterns of residential growth and the composition of the new
neighborhoods.StreetcarSuburbshas had a majorimpact on the field
of urban history, especially in terms of the discourse over
suburbanizationand the correlationbetween technology and growth,
but few have attempted to use Warner'sinsights within a broader
environmental context. What sets the book apart from what came
before, in my mind, is the emphasis on the mechanisminstead of the
impulsefor growth.2
In addition to Warner,historical geographer Allan R. Pred
has added some important detailed studies of city systems to our
bibliographyutilizingcentralplace theory,such as TheSpatialDynamics
of UnitedStatesIndustrialGrowth,1800-1914(Cambridge,MA, 1968),
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UrbanGrowthandtheCirculationofInformation:
TheUnitedStatesSystem
ofCities,1790-1840(Cambridge,MA, 1973),and UrbanGrowthandCitySystemsin the UnitedStates,1840-1860(Cambridge,MA, 1980).But the
work of historical geographers notwithstanding, Warner's
methodology and Lampard'semphasis on an environmentalcomplex
have yet to be merged into a majorhistoricalstudy of urbangrowth.39
Because many urban environmental historians have been
interested in the internal development of cities, the study of city
building and infrastructurehas attracted wider attention than the
processes of growth. As with urbangrowth, many pioneering studies
originated in the 1960s on topics such as architecture, planning,
transportation,and economicdevelopment.' Roy Lubove,a trailblazer
in this area in the 1960s,was so bold as to define urbanhistory as "the
process of city building over time."41
As a departure point, the study of urban design, building
technology, and urban space is fundamental for understanding the
city-building process itself. The work of Carl W. Condit is
representative of those seeking to make clearer the relationship
between structuresand urban space. Of particularinterest to Condit
is the impact of technology on building design and land-use patterns,
with detailedattentionto materials,techniques,and styles.Suchstudies
about the form and structure of cities provides insights about their
texture.Y2
Condit's works focus on the 'vertical'quality of the city. John
Reps and others interestedin urbanplanning sometimes take more of
a 'horizontal'perspectiveby viewing cities in termsof grids and other
land-use patterns.Reps' TheMakingof UrbanAmerica:A Historyof City
Planningin the UnitedStates(Princeton,1965)is a classic study in that
genre.' Complimentingboth building technology and urbanplanning
are a variety of studies on the urban landscape, including park
development. For example, George F. Chadwick's The Parkand the
Town:PublicLandscapein theNineteenthand TwentiethCenturies(New
York, 1966) provides a comprehensive look at park development in
western civilization."
Althoughnot strictlyurbanhistory,the work of JohnR. Stilgoe
has added a stimulating dimension to the study of the urban
environment.His Metropolitan
Corridor:
Railroads
andtheAmericanScene
(New Haven, CT, 1983)examines, among other things, the structures
and spaces that evolved along railroadlines between 1880-1935.His
interest in non-traditionalspatial development interlacessome of his
other studies and is a significant vantage point for studying urban
land-use patterns.45
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Attempting to grasp the city building context in broad
environmental terms requires larger concepts than "building
technology"or "urbanlandscape."The relatively recent focus on city
"infrastructure"provides a more useful handle. Joel Tarrexplained
persuasively that infrastructure provides the vital technological
"sinews" of a city: roads and bridges, water and wastewater lines,
disposal facilities, power systems, communications networks, and
buildings.A6
ChristineMeisner Rosen added an operationaldimension to
Tarr'sdefinition by arguing that infrastructuredevelopment shared
the qualities of "capital intensiveness, land extensiveness, and
And a good summary statement is Josef
monopolistic production."47
W. Konvitz's notion that "Unlike public works, which it subsumes,
the term 'infrastructure'is at once a descriptionof physical assets and
of their economic, social, and political role.""
The new "infrastructure"literatureof the last ten to fifteen
has
years
deepened our knowledge aboutan arrayof technicalsystems
and city services which help to define the urbanenvironmentin more
precise terms. The work of Tarr and others is based on extensive
mining of under-utilized-but valuable-research materials such as
technical journals and tracts, city plans and maps, transactions of
engineering societies, and numerous government documents.49
Some of the best studies have used the idea of infrastructure
to speculatemore freely about the natureof city building in particular
and urbanizationin general. Josef Konvitz's The UrbanMillennium
(Carbondale,Il., 1985) is a sweeping study of city building from the
Middle Ages to more recent times, with a particular emphasis on
Europe. A salient feature of the book is the clear assertion that city
building is an on-going process. "Nothing may look less likely to
change in a radical way than the status quo in city building," he
speculated, "but nothing else may be more likely." Referringto the
nineteenth century as the "FirstIndustrial Age of iron, steam, and
coal"and the twentiethcentury (so far)as the "SecondIndustrialAge
of glass, petroleum, and electricity,"he concluded that "It will be
surprising if the transition from the Second to the Third Industrial
Age does not bring with it a mutationin city building as significantas
the one that occurrednearly a century ago."''S
Less certain about a major urban transformation,Christine
Rosen in The Limitsof Power(Cambridge,MA., 1986) examined the
rebuilding process after fires in Chicago (1871), Boston (1872), and
Baltimore(1904).Herconcernwas thatmany barriersexisted to rational
redevelopment of these cities after the fires, including the nature of
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the real estate market, the physical and economic qualities and
characterof the infrastructureand its relationshipto the population,
and the unequal distributionof wealth and politicalinfluencelimiting
decision making to a few elites. Indeed, there was need for vast
environmentalimprovementsin these cities well before the fires, and
the lack of attention to them helped cause the fires themselves. Since
there was a failure to adapt to the myriad environmentalneeds of the
cities, the primaryfocus of her study was to "explainwhy, at virtually
every stage of growth, the achievement of these adaptations lagged
significantly behind the need for adaptation."51
The emphasis on the
decision-making process in city building in this study acts as an
important corrective for those who would give credit to the sheer
momentum of changing economic forces or technologicalinnovation.
A most promising context-not a paradigmhowever-within
which several urban historiansnow operate, seeks to understand the
infrastructurein terms of technicalnetworks. So far the researchhas
concentratedon nineteenth-and twentieth-centurycities,but certainly
has applicabilityto other eras as well.52 Growing out of a conference
in Paris sponsored by Centre National de la RechercheScientifique
and the National ScienceFoundationin 1983,Technology
andtheRiseof
theNetworkedCityin EuropeandAmerica(Philadelphia,1988)edited by
JoelA. Tarrand GabrielDupuy, broughttogetherthe workof European
(primarilyFrench)and American scholars who evaluated the city in
terms of the development and impact of various technicalnetworks.
In the Preface,Tarrand Dupuy noted the significanceof such networks:
"Technological infrastructuremakes possible the existence of the
modem city and provides the means for its continuing operation,but
it also increases the city's vulnerabilityto catastrophicevents such as
war or natural disaster. While technology may enhance the urban
quality of life, it may also be a force for deteriorationand destruction
of neighborhoods, as well as a hindrance to humane and rationale
planning.""'
In Spring, 1991,CNRSpublished the first issue of Flux under
the editorial leadership of Gabriel Dupuy. The journal, published
alternatelyin Frenchand English, expanded on the ideas at the 1983
Parisconference,hoping to display in its pages the most currentwork
dealing with technical networks. "Notions which are at present
confused, like 'system effects'and 'networkeffects'should be clarified
by articles on telecommunicationsor transportation,"Dupuy stated.
"The role played by the interconnectionsbetween networks should
appear in the domain of water distribution as well as electricity."54
Such a view of urbannetworks broadenedthe utility of the concept to
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treat many dimensions of urban development and city growth, and
encouraged more comparativeresearch.55
The percolation of these ideas throughout Western Europe
and the United States, and thus the rekindling of interest in systems
theory, has resulted in some exciting new book-length studies. Andre
E. Guillerme'sTheAge of Water:TheUrbanEntironmentin theNorthof
France,A.D.300-1800(CollegeStation,TX,1988)treatsthe development
of "hydraulicnetworks"(or hydrographicsystems) in Frenchcities of
the Middles Ages.' "Contraryto a widely held view," Guillerme
argues, "this hydrographic system did not originate naturally. Its
gradient,profile, and dimensions were planned and worked out over
many centuries-from as early as the decline of the Romanempirefor military purposes." In time, this system assumed other roles,
driving watermills, draining swamps, and serving a variety of other
consumers.57Such a study not only illuminates a very significant
pattern of urban development, but begs for comparison with other
non-urbanhydraulicsystems, such as those describedin the works of
Donald Pisani, Donald Worster,LawrenceLee, and others.
Harold L. Platt'sTheElectricCity:Energyand theGrowthof the
ChicagoArea,1880-1930(Chicago,1991)does for electricalpower what
Guillerme attempted to do for water. Platt is concerned with more
than Samuel Insull's technical and economic prowess in developing
an electric grid for the Chicago area. He successfully highlights the
ways in which the "'invisible' world of energy that envelops us"
affects the everyday

life of people.58

The Electric City devotes

considerable space to the decision-making process that led to the
power grid as well as to the impact of electricity on consumers of
energy. It is this latter consideration which has often been missing
fromstudies of the urbanenvironment-indeed environmentalhistory
in general. Platt'swork is a good example of how to treat humans as
consumers of the environment,and what that may tells us about the
impact of technologicaland economic change on cities in particular
and society in general.
"Pollutionstudies" have offered an opportunity to examine
the role of humans as consumers of the environment,and within the
context of the city, have also provided a vehicle for examining the
extent and natureof environmentaldegradationcaused by population
growth, technological change, and industrial production;59 the
development and effectivenessof environmentallaws and regulation;
the origins and impact of environmentalpolitics and reform;and the
role of key participantsin changing the urbanenvironment.
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The authors in my Pollutionand Reformin AmericanCities,
1870-1930 (Austin, 1980) presented an array of studies on urban
pollution problems-water, wastewater, air, solid waste, and noise
pollution-and on the centralrole of municipalengineersand women
reformers in the anti-pollution campaigns. Although limited
chronologically and geographically, the value of such a study, and
others which pre- and post-date it, was to make graphic the range of
pollution problemsassaulting the cities.60
In Pollutionand Reform,I referredto the period between 1870
and 1930as the genesis of an "environmentalcrisis in the city"brought
on by the convergence of industrializationand rapid urban growth.
Were I to write the book today, I would rethink the concept of a
generalized environmental crisis and its timing, but I would not
minimize the significanceof pollution as a problemin Americancities
as presented by Stuart Galishoff, Joel Tarr, James McCurley, and
TerryYosie, or the importanceof environmentalreformin that era for
setting precedence for the "qualityof life" issues which are so much a
part of the modern environmental movement as demonstrated by
Dale Grinder,Raymond Smilor, Stanley Schultz, Clay McShaneand
Suellen Hoy.6'
Unfortunately, the role of women in urban environmental
reform has not moved far beyond Hoy's original work as found in
"'MunicipalHousekeeping':The Role of Women in ImprovingUrban
Sanitation Practices, 1880-1917,"in Pollutionand Reform. However,
the study of municipal engineering has fared better, especially since
several historians have built upon the work of Tarrand Schultz and
McShane's seminal article, "To Engineer the Metropolis: Sewers,
Sanitation,and City Planning in Late Nineteenth-CenturyAmerica."
Journalof AmericanHistory65 (September,1978):389411. One of the
more recent comprehensive treatments of municipal engineering is
found in Schultz's ConstructingUrbanCulture:AmericanCitiesandCity
Planning, 1800-1920 (Philadelphia, 1989).62

The study of urban pollution and its ramificationshas been
enhanced by the rich literaturein the field of the history of medicine
and public health. To truly understand the quality of the urban
environment, especially from the vantage point of consumers, is to
understanddisease transmissionand epidemics, sanitationand health,
and the role of doctors, sanitarians and public health officials in
combatting disease and pollution. The most currentbibliography of
value to the environmentalhistoriancan be found in John Duffy, The
A Historyof AmericanPublicHealth(Urbana,IL, 1990).
Sanitarians:
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Despite the impressive work available on engineers and
sanitarians,the study of environmentalpolicy making in the city is in
its infancy and the study of environmentalregulation as it pertainsto
cities still lacks comprehensive treatment.63
However, the transitionliteraturewhich I have discussedtaken as a whole-has prompted urban historians and historians of
technology to view the city with differenteyes. Mumford's "invisible
city"-those pipes, conduitsand wires creatinga hydraulic,pneumatic,
and electricalmaze below the streets-and the buildings and bridges
standing as concrete forests above the streets are not merely the
products of obscure,mundane technologies or a backdrop for human
action, but integralcomponents in a dynamic environmentalsystem.
Yet for the most part, the existing historicalliterature-as I also have
suggested- does not link cities to a world beyond its suburbs.
Patrick Geddes, who through his seminars in Edinburgh
helped to train urbanists of many disciplines from Western Europe
and the United States (Lewis Mumfordamong them), introduced the
ecological view to the emerging field of urbanplanning at the turn of
the century. According to Brian Berry and Frank Horton, Geddes
emphasized the organic approach to city planning, "the harmonious
relationshipsbetween city and region, between city and environment,
and of land uses within cities, as well as the role of planning to
achieve harmony where it did not exist.""
In some ways William Cronon embracesGeddes' spirit-the
harmonyof city and region, city and environment-as a constructfor
Nature'sMetropolis.The book treatsthe relationshipbetween Chicago
and the West. "Mycontention,"Cronon stated, "is that no city played
a more importantrole in shaping the landscape and economy of the
midcontinent during the second half of the nineteenth century than
Chicago. Conversely, one cannot understand the growth of Chicago
without understandingits special relationshipto the vast region lying
to its west."55
Cronon's view is decidedly from the inside looking outexaminingcommodity flows in orderto demonstratethe development
of an integrated economy in the United States "thatbound city and
countryinto a powerful nationaland internationalmarketthat forever
altered human relationshipsto the Americanland."66And while this
prime focus leaves little time for the internalist themes so well
developed in other studies, Cronon's recognition that "Americans
have long tended to see city and country as separate places, more
isolated from each other than connected" and that that schism is
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reflectedin historicalscholarship,may be the most importantstatement
of the book.67
As my essay strongly suggests, I share Cronon's view. What
remainsto be done is: First,broadenthe work of the intemalistscholars
to extend the study of growth, infrastructure,and pollution well
beyond the city limits, and second, coax the scholars of humans and
the natural world into the cities. The intellectual rewards for such a
venture will be well worth the trip.
programof
I wouldliketo thanktheHumanities,Science,andTechnology
for theHumanitiesfor theirfinancialsupport
theNationalEndowment
whichhelpedto makethispiecepossible.
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